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Finally from tomorrow we will sell this pack for only 24,99$! Buy today for only 15,99$ and get even
more value! The “Deep House Volume 2” expansion pack is now available and it contains fresh
sounds for any producer who wants that typical Deep House feeling! As Andy Hinz and Manuel

Schleis are back with its 2nd volume! So what is so special about it? Impressively sampled drums,
arps, basses, pads, leads, vocals, pianos, synth sounds, granular loops and more, perfect for Deep

House, Minimal and any other House genre. 13 drumkits, in total more than 120 samples, from that
typical 80s drum and over 80 gritty samples, show you all that this expansion pack has to offer! Very
typical sounds for this genre! The huge House pack “Deep House Volume 2” is finally available! Best

VPS Avenger packs have always included at least one amazing deep, sample-heavy deep House
pack, like such as “House Vol.1”, “Deep House Volume 1”, “Deep House Vol. Wake up! Your ears are
ringing! More extreme than ever before, this expansion pack is for those who want a little bit of real
madness in their productions! Antwerp house producer Tony Valby’s unique presets and extreme FX
were used to make this one-of-a-kind pack and, despite all the madness, you will feel the quality of
both the mastering and the construction. Tony Valby has crafted a great pack full of minimal, dirty,

noisy and dark techno presets. There are 25 presets for Kontakt by Tony Valby, all processed by
extreme compressors, delays and ring modulators, combined with a massive amount of impact FX
layers to create an intense, raw and mad sound signature. No joke. Tons of drums, textures, nasty

melody lines, pads, squelches and loads of dirty and evil sound effects will be part of your
production. Come and join this trip into sound!
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Let NXP ReFx Nexus 2 take you on a journey with the new expansion packs. Our new Royalty-Free
Soundbanks are set in a new style, representing today's hottest sounds in House, EDM and Techno.
They will take your tracks to the next level and bring your mix to a whole new level. 100% Royalty-

Free, the new soundpacks are available for download immediately. Enjoy! Hi Lovelies! I hope you will
enjoy this awesome Nexus expansion packs pack and a special update for Nexus2. I will release this
later this week, so stay tuned! Meanwhile download this pack of FREE sounds and own this beauty,

It's NOT for sale (yet). Thanks! This pack includes 90 free sample packs (1.wav, 1.1, 1.2, 1.2b,
2.wav,2.1a,2.1b,2.2a,2.2b, 3.wav, 3.1,3.2a,3.2b,4.wav,4.1,4.2a,4.2b,5.wav, 5.1,5.2a,5.2b) for

Nexus2. These sounds are royalty free and can be used in your projects for any kind of production.
Need more? No problem: Just contact us and we will supply you free of charge. We have prepared
some special sounds for the upcoming holidays and we have also included some sounds for the

Swedish House Vol.1 expansion pack for Nexus2. Enjoy! Export it to your own format, Genre & Key or
take the zip file and install directly into Nexus2. Be it house, techno, trance, downtempo, minimal or

other genre, this expansion pack is for all of them! With 91 fresh, top notch VSTi’s and 77 high-
fidelity sample packs that will surely give your sound or music your own unique touch, “The Swedish
House Vol.1” is the final answer to all your needs! Looking for the right Nexus expansion pack? With

Nexus 2, Synthtopia introduces a new flavor of Nexus expansion packs for you. Nexus 2 is a
collection of 128 royalty-free samples for new and experienced producers. The sounds are tuned to

make Trance, Hip Hop, House and EDM producers happy. Looking for more than 128 sounds? No
problem, just have a look at the FREE Nexus 2 collection. And if you like them, you can unlock more
sounds by purchasing the full pack. Nexus 2 is released in 2 versions: a 64bit FLP file and a keygen

version of the pack. All you have to do is download, install and enjoy! 5ec8ef588b
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